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20. (abstract cont.) 

to characterize and understand microproj-.ramming in terms of huw it differs 
from "regular" programming.  The right approach to understaruiing microprogral; 
ming is to recognize that it is primarily applied to the tusk of emulation 
(interpretation). Through this approach the evolution of microprogramming 
independent of a particular technology and type of instruction set being 
emulated, will bn reviewed and future trends indicated. 
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ABSTRACT 

The structure of microprogrammed procejsors, and mi-roprogramming in general, 
is largely de.ermmed by two facts: the state of (semiconducior) technology and the 
task of emulation. This article first reviews those technological advances as well as 
those constraints and demands imposed by the emulation process that have shaped the 
evolution of microprogramming. 

The other rr^am thAme of this article is that it is a fruitless exercise to try to 
characterize and understand microprogramming in terms of how it differs from 'regular* 
programming. The right approach to understanding microprogramming is to recognize 
that it is primarily applied to the task of emulation (interpretation). Through this 
approach the evolution of microprogramming independent of a particular technology 
and type of instruction set being emulate'1, will be reviewed and future trends 
indicated. 
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1.   INTRODUCTION 

The structure of microprogrammed processors, and microprogramming in general, 
is largely determined by two factors: the state of (semiconductor) technology and the 
tasK of emulation. Therefore, this article first reviews those technological advances as 
well as those constraints and demands imposed by thr emulation process that have 
shaped the evolution of microprogramming. The remainder of this article then uses 
these observations to put the past developments of microprogramming in perspective 
and forecast the-major deve.opments in the years ahead. 

The other main theme of this article is that it is a fruitless exercise to try to 
characterize and understand microprogramming in terms of how it differs from 'regular' 
programming. The futility of this approach can be seen by the numerous 
contradictory definitions on microprogramming in the literature [Rosin, 1969; Wilkes, 
1969; Mallach, 1972]. Attempts to base ? definition on features of a processor';, 
architecture, such as horizontal instruction formats, lack of an explicit program counter, 
or visibility of real registers and data paths; or features of i pr09essor's realization, 
such as the speed of main memory to that of the control (micro-) memory, are Pftsily 
rejected on the basis of existing processors that are commonly recognized to te 
microprogrammed processors yet do not possess the required features. 

Most of this confusion ir alternative definitions of microprogramming comes frcm 
the fact that it has been used in two very different ways: (1) in a technological manner 
to economically implement a complex instruction set or a small number of different 
instruction sets on a single processor, and (2) in a software manner to provide 
programmers with an extra degree of representational freedom, i.e. develop multiple 
inciruction sets, each one appropri?^ for a particular task domain. The technological 
use of microprogramming was the dominant justification for the development of 
microprogrammable processors in the 1960^. But as the cost of software began to 
become the major cost of a computer system, the use of microprogramming as a 
technique for making a computer more convenient to program has and will continue to 
become the more important application. 

The right approach to understanding microprogramming is to recognize that it is 
primarily applied to the task of emulation (interpretation). Through this approach it is 
possible to understand and predict the evoluton of microprogramming independent of a 
particular technology and type of instruction set being emulated. 

The process of emulation will be taken up in considerably more depth in Section 
3, but it will be useful here in the introduction to briefly look at the different 
processors used to emulate a BASIC machine. On the one hand there are the Hewlett- 
Packard 2100, DEC PDP-11, and PDP-8 that have time-sharing systems supporting 
BASIC. The only language available to the user is BASIC and he has no way of 
knowing the architecture of the processor. On the other hand there are the BASIC 
programmable calculators available from Hewlett-Packard [Spagler, 1972] and Wang 
Laborntories that operate as BASIC machines: the input keys and the displays are 
tailored to the BASIC language. It is difficult to insist that the HP-2100, PDP-11, and 
PDP-8 are not microprogrammed processors while the 'hidden' processors in the HP 
and Wang BASIC calculators are microprogrammed.   The only characteristic all these 
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processors have in common :s that they are emu'^tmg BASIC and a good case can be 
made for dropping the term microprogramming' altogether and simply use 'emulation' 
in its place. However, we will continue to use 'he term 'microprogramming' here since 
it is so widely used and it is a convenient way to indicate that we are discussing 
programming as it applies to emulation (and interpretation) . ather than programming in 
general. 

Following our discussion of technology and emulation, this article then discusses 
specific hardware and software techniques for emulation. A number c* different types 
of microprogrammed procecsors are also included as examples. 

2.   SEMICONDUCTOR TECHNOLOGY 

The state of the art in semiconductor electronics h,is had a profound effect on 
the feasibility of microprogramming. Prior to the 1960's the only effective means of 
implementing a high speed control store as to use a diode matrix. This was the 
technology used by Whirlwind 1 [Everett, 1951] and by W.lkes in his original paper on 
microprogramming [Wilkes and Stringer, 1953]. Figures 2.1 and 2.2 sho v the structure 
of these control units. As long as thesr diodes were discrete components a control 
store of any reasonable size wns too expensive to compete with alternate 
implementations using random logic (e.g. about 3E,000 bits of control storage are 
required to implement the full PDP-11/40 architecture while the Whirlwind I had only 
4,800 'bits' in its control store). It is important to realize that both of these structures 
are just the control part f the processor and are an alternative to conventional 
sequential control circuits as shown in Figure 2.3. It was not until the middle and late 
1960's that integrated-circuit technology advanced to the point that economic read- 
only-memories (ROMs) and read-write memories (RAMs) became a practical reality. It 
stands to the credit of IBM's engineers that they were able to develop the IBM 
System/360 series of machines via microprogramming in the early 1960's; every model 
in the early IBM 360 line used a different, non-semiconductor technique to implement 
its control store These ingenuous, but admittedly cumbersome and costly techniques 
could be laid aside when the IBM 370 series of machines were implemented since 
integrated  circuit  technology had advarced to the stage  that  semiconductor control 
stores    were    reliable.     Figure    2.4 
microprogram control units. 

illustratt the    bajic    structure    of    curren4 

Stmiconducor memories suitable for control stores in microprogrammed 
processcrs are now at the stage where 256 bit/package RAMs ano IK (1024) 
bit/package ROMs are in wide use in present processors and IK RAMs and 4K ROMs 
are being designed into the newer processors. 4K RAMs and 16K ^OM» nr.e been 
announced and are available in limited quantities, but in general they are too slow to 
be seriously considered for control stores. 

For well over 10 years now semiconductor manufacturers have set a pace 
where the commercially feasible chip complexity (i.e., number of devices per chip) has 
roghly doubled every one to two years. For example, the 4K bit/package RAM 03,000 
devices) was introduced roughly two and one half years after the IK bit (40JO) RAM. 
There i< every reason to believe that this trend will continue f jr at least the next four 
to six years.   Hence we face a situation where we can expect  to see the size of 
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control stores grow ng as technology encourages designers to use more control 
storage to cut c sts in other areas, improve the performance of the microprocessors, 
or add additional capabilities. 

Memory arrays are not the only development in semiconductor technology that 
are having a significant effect on the structure of microprogrammed processors. Two 
other very important developments are the Kvogrammable logic array (PLA) and 
shifters. The basic structure of a PLA is shown in Figure 2.5. It is a two-level 
combinatorial logic circuit that is 'wired' for a specific application by the masking, or 
metalization, that is used. The PLA has the same outward characteristics of a ROM 
except that it would take a ROM with several orders of magnitude more devices to 
match the function of the PLA in many applications. For example, a common PLA is a 
Rockwell Corporation package with 48 input/output terminals [Rockwell, 1973]. A ROM 
that would be equivalent to this PLA in many applications would require two orders of 
magnitude more bits. A PLA uses the same techniques that designers c' digital circuits 
used a decade ago to minimize the number of gates required to realize a combinatorial 
function. However, if tht function to be implemented is sufficiently ill-conditioned (e.g., 
a parity tester), thj PLA offers no advantage over a ROM. Instruction decoding is an 
example of a combinatorial function amenable to minimization techniques and hence 
PLAs will be very useful for providing the decoding of instructions that must otherwise 
be done with random logic or via a sequence of microinstructions. 

PLAs do not lend themselves to dynamic alternations; there is no natural 
addressing mechanism for each of the make-or-break points in the PLA structure. A 
dynamically alterable component that could be used much like a PLA is an associative 
memory. Associative memories have been toted for some time now as a panacea for 
many problems but have yet to prove to be a cost effective unit. However, as the 
number of pins per package becomes more of a limitation than the complexity of the 
semiionductor circuit itself, associative memories may become viable components, e.g. 
the SPS-41 used an associative memory to specify sophisticated, programmable I/O 
patterns that will cause an interrupt [SPS,1972]. 

an The other non-menory semiconductor device that has recently made 
important impact on microprocessors is the shifter. For example, the Signetics 8243 
takes an eight bit byte as input, shifts it left from zero to seven positions, zeroing out 
the leftmost bits, and presents the shifted byte on eight output pins. Using a package 
like the Signetics 8243 as a basic building block, larger shifters can easily be 
constructed. The ability of cheaply implementing a fast shifter makes variable-length 
byte extraction, a common process in emulation, a much easier task. 

As will be detailed in the next sections, these technology advances will lead to 
microprommable architectures that are more uniform in structure (less ad hoc), easier 
to program and can more efficiently emulate a wide variety of different and more 
complex instruction sets. 

3.   THE PROCESS OF EMULATION 

As we stated in the m.-oduction, the right approach to understanding 
microprogramming  is  to  examine ti,;  task it  must perform:   emulation.    Thus, this 
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section spells out in detail the task of emulation and through this discussion indicates 
the appropriate representational framework and ?ssociated operations for efficiently 
performing an emulation (interpretation). In 'he next section we tie together our 
observations on emulation and technology to predict the future evolution of 
microprogranming. 

Our present discussion o' emulation and microprogramming is especially 
appropriate given the view a major trend in microprogramming is towards more 
generalized emulation in terms of both the number and complexity of machine 
languages capable of being efficiently emulated on a single microprogrammable 
processor. Recent architectures sjch as the Burroughs B1700 [Wilner, 1972], which 
was designed for efficient emulation of algebraic block-structure languages, and SAAB 
FCPU [Lawson and Malm, 1973], which provides general emulation capabilities in a hign 
speed processor, are examples of this more general approach to emulation. This trend 
should be heightened in the fut'ir-, as the variety and complexity of tasks being 
programmed on a single processor continue to increase. 

An interpreter can be characterized as a system that carries out the execution 
of a program in one representational framework by dynamically maoping each 
statement (instruction), at the point it is to be executed, into an execution sequence of 
statements in another environment which realize the semantics of th» mapped 
statement. Given this definition of interpretation, emulation could be defined as the 
special case in which the interpreter maps into an environment which ;? directly 
executed by the hardware. However, this type of distinction between interpretation 
and emulation is often very fuzzy. For example, consider the interpretation of the IBM 
7090 on the IBM 360/65 which involves the use of two environments [Tucker, 1965], 
i.e. 360/65 microcode and 360 machine code which is in turn emulated in the 
microcode. 

This example also points up the difference between actions which are done 
solely for the sake of interpretation control and information (mapping actions) and 
those which actually cause the interpreted program to be executed (execution actions) 
[Mitchell, 1970]. In this example, mapping actions were programmed in a different 
representation environment than execution actions, respectively 360/65 microcode and 
360 machine language. As will be discussed later, the appropriate environments for 
expressing these different types of actions and the interface botween them is one ot 
the keys to understanding the evolution of microprogrammable processors and how the 
emulation task differs from other computational tasks. For example, the SAAB FCPU 
explicitly recognizes the distinction between mapping and execution actions by 
providing separate, asynchronous processing elements for each type of action. 

The other key to understanding the emulation process is based on a static vie-v 
of this process in contrast to the dynamic view in terms of mapping and execution 
action so far presented. A static view of emulation comes from understanding the 
relationship between the two environments the emulator operates on, i.e. the emulated 
and executioi environment. An environment consists of: (1) a data and control state 
image which includes, for example in a conventional processor, its set of working 
registers (accumulator, index register, program counter, interrupt register, etc.) and its 
main memory which hold data and program; (2) a set of primitive actions which can be 
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used to mod.fy and test the state image; and (3) a set of control rules which decide, 

JZtZ C"rren
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status of th9 »"tWl state image, the sequence of pnm.t.ve 
act.ons to execute.   The ease with which each of these aspects of an environment to 

envirolrnt ca"be  bedded  into  the corresponding  aspects  of  "execution" 

process ^ determiners of ,hG efficency of  the interpretation 

both JrtV^38^ 0f 0ne SteP in ,he emulati0n pr0cess' FiSure 8-*. represents 
both static and dynam,c aspects of the emulat.on process.   The letth.nd side of the 
diagram represents the effect of executing an instruction of the emulated computer on 
the   state   image   of   the   emulated   computer.    The   righthand   side   represents   the 
sequence of transformations that the microprogrammed processor must perform on its 

.ml'rn    ,ma&'a ,nu0rder ,0 emUlate this instriJC*ion-  I" terms of this diagram, efficient emulation occurs when: 

1. 

3. 

The data and control state image of target (emulated) machine can be 
easily imbedded into host (microprogrammed processor) machine; 

The decoding and control sequencing function can be implemented 
efficiently. (In conventional instruction sets most of the work 
involves oecoding, but in the emulation of higher-level languages 
much less of the total effort is spent on decoding.); 

Microinstruction semantics can operate on imbedded state image of 
emulated machine in the same way the emulated instruction does on 
its state image. 

«no.f 1 ! In'tial use of microprogrammable processors for emulation, each of these 
aspects that contributes to efficient emulation could be easily attained because the 
environmen (s) to be emulated was Known before the des.gn of the processor    Th' 

sp^ ™:J:i:rTr,he design of a ^w™** P^^Z'^I 
envirorT8 H '^^ ^^^ ^ We,e COmPat'ble with the emulated 
env.ronrr.M, and a hardwired version of the mapping adion (control  and decoding) 

b^ an To b^l'aTed a    H0WeVer' ? ^^ ^ ^  ^* environme^f oegan to be emulated a more general approach was needed: 

1. a generalized decoding structure; 

2. a means of statically reconfiguring, for the duration of an emulation, 
the state image, control structure, and primitive operation of the 
execution environment so that these aspects more nearly matcl- 
those of the emulated environment (see Figure 3.2) [Lesser, 1972]; 

3. a means of dynamically modifying the microinstruction semantics 
based on parameters which are specified in the emulated instruction 
i.e. microinstruction as a parameterized templates [Lesser, 197n' 
Another way of viewing this requirement is the need for clean 
efficient interface between the output of mapping actions and 
semantics of execution actions. 
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These requirements for generalized emulation together with the technological 
advances described in the last section, have led to the following concepts being 
incorporated into more advanced microprogrammable processors: 

1. flexible bit extraction and manipulation for generalized decoding; 

a. barrel shifter and mask capability (B1700 and FCPU) 

b. insertion of data in an arbitrary field of an internal register 
(FCPU) 

2. the concept of residual control as a way of configuring the 
environment: ° 

a. set up gating patterns between registers and buses (QM-l) 

b. set   up   mode   of   arithmetic,  i.e.   I's   complement,   BCD,   etc. 
(81700, FCPU) 

c. set up word length of data which will be applied to arithmetic 
operations, memory accesse   and stores (81700, FCPU) 

d. pseudo-interrupt register for embedding control structure of 
emulated machine (MLP-900, [Lawson and Smith 1971]) 

3. microinstructions as parameterized templates: 

a. indirect address of general registers, shift count, ALU function 
(MLP-900) 

b. execute-command (81700,FCPU) 

This list of features when taken as a whole shed some light on what are the 
appropriate components of an environment (microprogrammed processor architecture) 
for general purpose emulation: 

1. a primitive unit of information which is the bit string. 

2. a capability for dynamically reconfiguring both the internal and 
external environment of a microprog'-ammable processor, i.e. word 
width, number of general registers, control structures, register 
bussing connections, arithmetic mode, etc. 

3. a capability for constructing complex address mapping functions. 
These are capabilities that are desirable in almost all types of computer environment. 
The important point is that they are tnjfiial for effective emulation, i.e. these features 
should be looked at in terms of a matter or degree rather than specific function when 
comparing with other task domains. 
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The future of microprogrammable processors will inevitably result in a more 
generalized version of these concepts as technology permits. However, the aspect of 
microcomputer architectures that will probably receive the most attention in the next 
10 years is their control structure. The control structure will play a more important 
role in future years because one of the dominant trends in programming languages is 
towards more complex control structure (i.e. coroutine, data flow models, parallelism, 
etc.). Inevitably, these more complex control structures in future programming 
languages will be reflected in the machine languages that will be compiled into. 

4.   HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE INTERPRETATION TECHNIQUES 

To predict the future of microprogramming it is necessary to understand how 
hardware and software techniques are used in effecting interpretation. Then, 
advances in technology can be related to advances in techniques and, hence, to 
resultant advances in computer systems. Since microprogramming is simply a variation 
Of conventional programming in terms of the desire for generality and ease of coding, 
advances in microprogramming will likely follow the same pattern already seen in 
assembly level programming over the last twenty five years. This is especially true 
given the trend toward more complex and varied instruction sets which will require 
writing of many large emulators, each supporting a complex run time environment, e.g. 
PL/1 machine, operating systems machine, etc. Since emulation is the major application 
Of microprogramming, specific programming support will be accented. With advances in 
technology offering more storage capacity and functional processing per unit area (at 
low cost), hardware structures will become more flexible thus providing a general 
environment for interpretation and emulation. Since sections of general structures 
usually go unused in any single application, the cost or cost-performance of generality 
is rarely acceptable to all. However, the added cost of generality may be borne by 
improved technology thus providing the user with more functional capability at a 
constant cost. In contradistinction, the consumer market for computers requires the 
lowest possible cost and, so, will trade generality for cost. Here, technology is used to 
lower cost while keeping the application specific. 

In addition to the techn.ques detailed in the last section for general purpose 
emulation, there are also techniques for making it easy to microprogram many large 
emulators.   A list of techniques, in approximate order of increasing generality, include: 

!• MQI£ high-speed working registers. Efforts to minimize the size of 
the processor state is not as strong in microprogrammed processors 
as it is in more conventional processors. 

4. LaLgSL control stores. Much of the current involuted character of 
microprograms is a result of squeezing a complete emulator into a 
small space (e.g. 256 words) and more reasonable 
(micro)programming will be possible with larger control stores. 

3. N-way bunches (case statements). The ability to test several 
conditions and branch to any of several sections of code which 
service them. 
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4. 

6. 

(Micro)subroutinp^ The ability to invoke a function or reference 
data specified indirectly at a higher level,. 

Memory management. Multiprogramming is already a common 
practice. For example, emulators for central processors, several I/O 
processors, and microdiagnostics often reside in the same control 
store. Problems of protection, relocation, and using overlays or 
paging from backing stores are issues of emerging concern in 
microprogramming. 

(MiCro)ililerriipts. Useful when multiple emulations are being run on 
the same processors. 

The hardware components which initially supported microprogr? nming were 
adequate speed ROMs and multiplexors. ROMs provide taoles to encode, decode, and 
sequence control. Multiplexors extract fields, assemble conditions for tei.ing in 
parallel, and select control information from registers containing the higher level 
instructions (indirect control) rather than from the microcode (direct control). The next 
advance came with the availability of high speed, random access, alterable memory. 
With these, microprograms are easily corrected, extended, or swapped for those which 
provide different functions, for example, machine diagnosis (microdiagnostics). More 
recent advances in technology have made available low cost, small sized shifters, 
associative memories, PLAs, and decimal arithmetic unit-.. The fast shifter is the most 
important of these since it easily extracts fields from instructions being interpreted or 
data from speoal formats, such as floating point numbers. 

To understand the implication of hardware and software techniques it is 
necessary to consider their application. The next section provides detailed exempt . 
At this point the uses of microprogramming can be decomposed into two dimensic v;. 
The first compares designs by the level of language supported. The range includi s 
assembly, intermediate, and high level languages. The second dimension orders 
machines by the number of envirorments supported, typically subdivided in two 
classes, one and many. Over the last decade the number of environments has 
increased and their level has risen froi,, the assembly toward the procedure oriented. 
In the past when several environments were provided, one at a time was selectable 
from a small, fixed set. 

By observing the development of assembly level programming techniques and by 
observing the parallel development of microprogramming so far, a reasonable 
prediction would be the continuation of the trend. If so, thr next step will be the 
generalization and sharing of resources at the microprogram level. First, relocation 
and protection schemes for alterable microstores will be developed. Then, memory 
management and demand paging schemes to effect the ability to run large 
microprograms in comparatively little physical space will be included. The dynamic 
allocation of microstore address space will probably require a micro-operating system 
with fewer tasks than conventional ones but many similarities with respect to spa« 
allocation techniques. To facilitate writing and checkout of to much code, high level 
languages designed for microprogramming will be developed, just as they are now 
being used more and more as a tool for developing system programs today. 
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To support these advances in microprogramming software, haidware must be 
provided. The most important advance on present components if larger microstorps 
made possible by faster and denser memories As an alternative to a fast, large 
microstore the cache structure could be used to combine a small, very fast primary 
microstore with a larger, slower secondary one. Similarly, demand paging requires a 
fast swapning medium. This mignt be provided by a high speed, low capacity solid 
state disk with low latency. 

G.ven the ability to •MCutc so much microcode what use mi^ht be found for it? 
Extrapolating from today's machines and keeping the needs of emulation in mind, one 
natural application would be to p-ovide multiple programming environments. By this is 
meant a time-shared computer system whose users divide into classes each requiring 
the same environment. Some of these would be machine languages for older machines, 
others would be intermediate, high level (Fortran, PL/I, COBOL), or «polication oriented. 
The high speed shifter is useful m all of these to extract fields, th-'ilating earlier 
machines would be made easier by the use of a programmable PLA or associative 
memory (to replace logic not conveniently embedded in memories due to the large 
njmber of inputs). Finally, note that the provision of multiple environments is a 
problem in multiprogramming and, eventually, as more environments are desired, in 
time-sharing. 

5.   MACHINE SPECIES 

The venous microprogrammed processors can be characterized along 
evolutionary lines, which in turn roughly correspond to their implementation 

complexity. One of Ihg earliest computer imp'ementations, Whirlwind I [Everett, 1951], 
formulated the control part as an encoding in a changeable, diode array memory (see 
Figure 2.1). From this Wilkes and Stringer extended the encoding, and coined the word 
"microprogra htvig" [Wilkes and Stringer, 1953]. 

5.1  One-Machine. IniegLated Control and Dak Bail 

With the availability of fest, read only, random-access memories computer 
processors with a single, fixed mstruction-set were designed. These early designs 
permitted instruction-sets wih more complex data-operations (e.g. multiply, divide, 
double precision). The most notable design of this type, the IBM System/360 [Blaauw 
and Brooks, 1964; Stevens, 1964] was aciually a set of about 10 computer models 
implementing the same instruction set cover ng a performance range of about 300 and 
a price range of about 100. Over half of the models were implemented using 
programmed control interpreters. 

A Fixed Ckfiup oi Instruction-Sets 

Given that a single machine instruction set can be implemented in a single 
processor, the natural extension is to implement several machines. The earliest 
implementations of multiple instruction sets in a single physical machine used 
conventional programming. First generation, cyclic access, drum memory computers 
were "emulated" using higher speed, second and third generation computers with 
random access memories. 

10 
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An early and extensive use of multiple, fixed machine emulations occurred with 
the IBM 360 microprogrammed processors as they were used to imriement the IBM 
System/360 instruction-set, the 360 input-output processor instruction-sets, and 
several models of earlier IBM computers. The design methodology of these computers 
is net well understood outside 1PM. The design process for these machines appears to 
be: first the primary machine (ifl this case the 360) is designed; the various other 
machines to be interpreted are then added to the design by installing their 
idiosyncrasies (e.g. carry and overflow conditions, slate, special data path breaks) 

[Tucker, 1965]. 

Ä Variable QLQUQ. Qi Conventional Instruction-Sets 

Given that * single machine can be bi H that implements several conventional 
instruction sets (sequentially), can a machine hat implements several instruction sets, 
but on a variable basis, be built' In effect. Standard Compeer Corporation attempted 
such a design m the IC-modffl 4 and later the MLP 900 [SX 1968; SCC, 1969]. The 
mam goal of the MLP-900 was to implement an IBM 360, together with other undefined 
machines, e.g. PDP-10, etc. In essence, the machine was designed with much generality 
using multiple register sets, and a two-stage pipeline for instruction fetching and 
instruction execution. The variable parts, which cannot be emulated easily by 
sequencing, were brought to a 4 position, multiple pole, electronic switch, which 
permitted up to 4 variable parts to be selected by direct wiring on a plugboard array. 
Although such an approach is of academic interest, the mechanical aspects of the 
plugboarding preclude the machine from being interesting in a production or economic 
sense. The myriad of details associated with the input-output section (e.g. channels, 
device state words, and transitions) add to the system definition job more than the 
central processor. 

Currently, there are no commercially viable machines that emulate a set of other 
conventional type machines on a variable basis. It appears that the machines to be 
emulated must be determined a priori, in a fixed fashion. Such a machine would permit 
any one machine to be emulated at a given instant by loading a memory with the 
information necessary to interpret the target machine. Although this has been done 
when a large machine interprets another machine, the implication in such a task is that 
the speed of emulation is essentially that of the target machine. It appears the 
necessary hardware for this task will be available in th? near future and that such 
systems can exist by 1980. 

5.4.   A SiD&lfi Higher Level Language Interpreter Machine 

Since the use of higher level algebraic languages (e.g. Algol, Fortran) and more 
natural textual languages (e.g. Cobol) there has been a substantial interest in the 
development of hardware that would interpret the languages directly. To date, several 
machines have been built for single languages (using directly hardwired techniques), 
and a number of machines have been microprogrammed to interpret languages directly. 
These designs have not resulted in any particular insight about direct language 
interpretation. The implementations execute the object target language faster than the 
non-microprogrammed counterparts, and the speed improvements hold no «^ ;, prises; 
the faster memory of the microcode, together with the small, registe- transfer 
primitives, provide '.he improvement. 
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5.5 InterprBtine Many Lan&u^&gi D^siiv mlh a Siü&k i^hrne 

nf - tKT0 (!!,e,.0nly/he BL'rr0ü8hs, B1700 LW.Iner. 1972] has been bu* with the goal 
Of either the d,rect interpretation or compile and execution of several h.gher IL.I 

languages. In that it ,s able to internet the various languages, and encode tne object 
code in a space of roughly one half that of a convent.onal small computor 'the IBM 

!^ ; ,S SUCCessful However' '»» execut,on t me is not clear; one would expect 
• flctPT of two increase in the execut.on of the ob;ect code. too. There has been no 
attempt to compare the execution time on a tec'rology-normalized basis.   The 81700 

mL ' Sn      1 o^ in .* d,rCCt mterPre,a,10n * severai conventional machines (e.g. 
BM 1401 and Burroughs' B2500).   Considering all f .dors, the B1700 ap3ears to be 

the most general« of the microprogrammed machines in existence. 

5.6   Sßfitial BuißflSfi Machine«; 

for t/0 r^'f! interes,ing ****** of microprogrammed machines has occurred 

«rii^n eTr . ?* r** da,a f0 ma,r,X and vec,0r operations, including time 
senes evaluat.on (e.g.. fast founer transformation). Although there were several early 
laboratory   processors,   IBM's   2938   performs   this   function.     Most   recently    a   3 

olnnh50^ tyStem ,0r ^^ 0pera,l0ns has b^n developed and is attached as a 
funr^n ! ! c°;^tional  minicomputer [SPS,  1972].   The three processors  are 

nnu /n^tr' »t 0r: ,!e,Ch,n8 da,a fr0m the aUached COmPu,er' collec^g analog 
31' and

f,
S,0r;ng the resijl,s back' ™™g data from the local array in the right order 

for the arithmetic parti ard the arithmetic part. b     " wr 

6.  CONCLUSIONS AND FORECASTS 

.«^- ^ I*1*5 artiCie We haVe reviewed ,he most important constraints withm which 
Ih. ta u Jf'n'Cr?Pr08rared process0rs must oP^ate: semiconductor technology and 

^ Hnn / t^ ;0n- " ,S 0Ur VieW that fhese COnstraints m0re s^y •n^enco the 
direct.on future of microprogramming per se.   In fact, as we stated in the introduction, 

«! i JS a 8 "^ 0r dr0PP,n8 the ,erm ^'^oP^grammmg altogether end simply 
realize many processors are designed to efficiently emulate the instruction set of 
target   machine architectures. 

nrnwi^1"^   ^^ 1^   0i   sem,conduc,c"   technology   on   microprogramming   is   to 

arra^an:^' h H "^ *Z*Z ^^ ^ emerge"Ce of P^^—able logic arrays and fast shifters is also bound to have a significant effect on microprocessors 
It is re atively unclear at this point exactly what effect the processor-on-a-chip will 

mu/h o Th 7 S/ e?ture PrOCeSSOr 0n a SinS,e ^.conductor chip elimmates 
hnt on K !I .y I78'136'6 m COnstrud'ng Processors from MSI/LSI components, 
but, on the other hand, provides a complete processor at a very low cost If 
processors-on-a-chip become sufficiently popular, emulation will come into heavy'use 

in^nZr^ r^l0^ are surr0unded by «^at'on routines to transform them 
into processor; with which we are comfortable working. 

mirrnroH5 .meaSUred by ab,,,ty ,0 access any bit in memory, to have arbitrary length 

BCD formats" ^^ ^^ ** ^^ ^ f,eid Wi,h both ^ ^ 
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Our review of the requirements of the emulation task pointed to a number of 
central concepts that are required for efficient emulation. 

Table 6.1 summarizes the major dimensions of emulation for different levels of 
target machines. In each cell the importance of each subtask is indicated and new 
concepts or capabilities, not used by a subta^K at the previous level, are notod. 
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in a sum-of-products representacion of ehe 
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Figure 2.5. A programmable logic array (PL/;. 
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Table 6.1.  Emulation subtasks for each of the major machine 
(language) levels. 

Level Sequencing 

  

instruction 
fetch 

Instruction 
Decoding 

Operand 
Accessing 

Data 
Operations 

Machine 
Language 

conditional 
branch sub- 
routines 

fixed 
format 

immediate 
indirect 
indexed 

add, multiply 
or, comple- 
ment 

medium high high medium low 

Basic iteration simple 
syntax 

subscripted 
sine, cosine, 
matrix ops. 

medium medium low medium medium 

Fortran, 
PL/1, 
Algol,etc. 

block struc 
ture recur- 
sion, co- 
rout lne;j 

non-rectangu- 
lar data 
structures 

high low low medium medium 
Lisp, 
Snobol, 
etc. 

linked lists 

high low low high high 
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